Introduction
Clinical records contain important medical information. However, they can lack consistent structure and content. Weed argues for organizing medical records according to the patient's medical and social problems [1] . He proposes the use of a "problem-oriented medical record" for documenting the information that guides the diagnosis and the plan for care, as well as the results of actions taken in response to the problems of the patient [2] . The medical and social problems of the patient lie in the center of a problemoriented record. These problems are collected in a "problem list" which is constantly updated based on the changes observed in the patient. This list serves as a problem-oriented summary index for the information that is detailed in the rest of the medical record of the patient. Figure 1 shows a template problem-oriented record which marks for each problem whether it is known to be present or possible in the patient, the actions taken, treatments administered, and the outcomes of actions taken (if known). When applied to the medical problem "pneumonia", the problem-oriented record indicates that "pneumonia" was present in the patient, was identified by a "chest x-ray", and was successfully treated with "antibiotics". Additionally, the cause of "pneumonia" was not identified; however, this problem cooccurred with another medical problem, "respiratory distress".
In this article, we focus on the medical problems of patients. We observe that part of the information summarized in Figure 1 represents the relations of patients' medical problems with each other, with tests, and with treatments. We study these relations in the context of semantic relation (SR) classification and we present a system that extracts relations that can populate a problem-oriented record.
We define patients' medical problems, tests, and treatments based on the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) [3] . The UMLS Metathesaurus includes vocabulary that corresponds to biomedical terms and health-related concepts 1 . The UMLS organizes concepts by meaning. It consolidates lexically-disparate terms corresponding to the same concept and maps concepts to semantic types.
We assume that the concepts corresponding to patients' medical problems, treatments, and tests have already been tagged. Studying the relations of these concepts requires that we differentiate the medical problems that are asserted to be absent in the patient from those that are asserted to be present or possible.
We assume that our input includes annotations that mark the patient's medical problems as present (the patient has the medical problem), possible (the patient may have the medical problem), or absent (the patient does not have the medical problem) in the patient as determined by the assertions made in the narrative text [5] .
Given already identified and assertion-classified concepts, we present an SR classifier based on support vector machines (SVMs) [6] and apply this classifier to medical discharge summaries in order to determine the physician-stated relations between concepts. This limits our scope to relations that have been stated in narrative text.
Our SR classifier studies the data one sentence at a time and a pair of concepts at a time. We refer to the pair of concepts under study as the candidate pair. Each candidate pair includes a medical problem that is asserted to be present or possible in a patient. The SR classifier determines the relation of each medical problem with other present or possible medical problems, treatments, and tests mentioned in the same sentence. These relations are fine grained, i.e., there are multiple relations that can hold for a given candidate pair. Successful classification of fine-grained relations requires features that reveal the difference between such relations. We use our SR classifier to explore the contribution of various features to the automatic extraction of fine-grained relations. We show that lexical cues capture most of the information that is necessary for extracting these relations.
Related Work
Relation extraction builds on entity extraction and is the next step in the endeavor to create a structured representation of the contents of unstructured natural language text. Below, we review some representative works performed in this area.
Our goal in SR classification is to determine the relations that a sentence states about the pairs of concepts it contains. Lexical cues found in sentences can be informative for this purpose [7] . For example, the verb "treats" indicates the treatment-disease relation [8] . Inflectional variants of the verb "bind" indicate a protein binding relation [9] . Such lexical patterns can be enriched with semantic patterns [10] [11] [12] , syntactic patterns, and even syntacto-semantic patterns.
Rindflesch et al. developed the SemRep system and applied it to detect "branching" of anatomical structures as expressed in coronary catheterization reports [13] , to extract molecular interactions from biomedical text [9] , and to identify drug therapies in MEDLINE citations [14] . In order to determine the "branching" relations, they observed that these relations are expressed with various syntactic structures in coronary catheterization reports. For example, the syntactic structures "is a branch of", "arises from", and "takes off from" indicate "branching" relations between concepts that are marked as "body part, organ, or organ component" by UMLS. In simple declarative sentences, Rindflesch et al. identified pairs of UMLS concepts that fall on either side of the target syntactic structures and marked them as having the "branching" relation.
They employed further rules to process sentences involving coordination and relativization.
Friedman et al. designed the MedLEE system for identifying relations in clinical records [11] . For them, pattern matching and semantic grammars determined the nature of the relations. For example, the semantic rule "degree + change + finding" when mapped to a phrase "drastic increase in temperature" directly indicates that "increase" describes the change in "temperature" and this "increase" is quantified as being "drastic". Such semantic rules map to syntactic variants and even syntactically incorrect variants of these phrases, as they are based on the semantic categories of concepts rather than the exact linguistic context surrounding them. Various parsing and linguistic regularization steps minimize the ambiguity and complexity that is present in the linguistic context of the identified concepts as well as in the lexical variations in the concepts themselves. Friedman et al. adapted MedLEE to the biology domain for the extraction of relations indicating biomolecular interactions [15] and to the bioscience domain for the extraction of gene-phenotype relations [16] .
Fundel et al. applied rules to dependency parse trees and chunked sentences. They have thus identified candidate pairs of proteins which can be in activation and interaction relations. After identifying the candidates, they filtered those that are negated. On a corpus containing 92 relation instances extracted from of 50 MEDLINE articles, they achieved an F-measure of 89% [17] .
Bui et al. wrote grammatical rules to extract causal relations between HIV and medications from PubMed abstracts. After post processing for negated relations and resolving contradictions between the assertions made on the same concepts, their system achieved an F-measure of 84.5% on 500 sentences [18] .
In contrast to the above-mentioned rule-based systems, machine learning approaches to relation extraction can automatically learn the information salient for semantic relation classification [19, 20] . Niu and Hirst compile lists of lexical cues that mark relations between medications. Their lexical cues include "and", "or", etc. These cues help determine the combination, alternative, comparison, specification, substitute, and preference relations that hold between medications [21] . Roberts et al. study the has_target, has_finding, has_indication, has_location, negation_modifies, literality_modifies, and has_location_modifies relations between pairs of entities found in oncology narratives. Only one kind of relation can hold between a specific pair of entity types; for example, has_location relation always relates a condition entity to a locus entity. The only exception to this is the investigation and condition entity pairs which can relate either through has_finding or has_indication relations. Roberts et al. apply SVMs with features that mark the part of speech and surface information from a six-token window, the distance of the entities, the presence of intervening entities or events, and the information from a dependency parse of the text in order to determine which of their seven relations holds between a given entity pair. On a small set of 77 oncology narratives, their F-measure over all relations is at 70% [22] .
Guiliano et al. extract the interactions between genes and proteins on two bioscience corpora. They use kernel methods with information from the sentence containing the concepts. They represent sentential context using bag of words and n-grams that capture patterns such as "binding of p1 and p2", "p1 binding to p2", "p1 and p2 interact", etc. They then enrich this representation with information on ordering of the tokens, part-of-speech tags, lemmas, and orthographic features, achieving an F-measure of 61.7% [23] .
Bundschus et al. extracted disease-treatment relations from the corpus prepared by Rosario and Hearst [19] using conditional random fields (CRFs) with part-of-speech tags. [24] .
In contrast to the relations targeted by related work (with the exception of Bundschus et al.) , the relations described in our data are fine grained. Between any two kinds of entities, three or more relations are possible. Our task is to identify the exact fine-grained relation that is stated by doctors to hold between pairs of concepts. We focus on the relations that encompass concepts occurring within the same sentence and support the creation of a problem-oriented record. Our findings improve upon the very limited number of studies that extract physician-stated relations of concepts discussed in clinical records. In conducting our studies we focus on the evaluation of various features for the extraction of such fine-grained relations and determine that lexical cues contribute the most to this task.
Semantic Relations
We utilize semantic categories of concepts and the assertions made about these concepts to define the relations. The associated problems section refers to problems caused by the target problem. This field is only applicable if the target is a disease and it lists symptoms that relate to the target by DCS relation. Finally, the proof field lists tests and symptoms that relate to a disease by a TRD or a SSD relation.
Annotation
We conducted semantic relation classification on two corpora. One of these corpora consisted of 50 medical discharge summaries containing 11,619 sentences from the Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center (BIDMC), Boston, MA. The other consisted of 13,443 sentences from 142 discharge summaries from various departments of the hospitals in Partners Healthcare. We manually annotated these corpora with semantic categories, assertions, and relations.
Two undergraduate computer science students were given the mapping of semantic categories to UMLS semantic types (from Section 1) and the definitions of these semantic types. These students independently marked the semantic categories of concepts in the BIDMC corpus on completely unannotated text. Two other undergraduate computer science students followed the same definitions and independently marked the semantic categories of the concepts on the completely unannotated text of the Partners corpus. The pairs of annotators discussed and resolved their disagreements on their respective corpora, providing us with semantic category annotations that they agreed on. Details of semantic category annotation and the agreement evaluation can be found in Sibanda et al. [4] .
The manual semantic category annotations were then presented to an information studies doctoral student and a nurse librarian for manual assertion annotation. These annotators were asked to mark each mention of a medical problem as present if the text asserted that the problem was present in the patient; as uncertain (possible) if the text asserted that the problem could be present in the patient; as absent if the text asserted that the patient did not have the problem; and as alter-association if the discussed problem was not associated with the patient. After annotating the assertions made on medical problems, the two annotators discussed and resolved their disagreements, and provided us with gold standard assertion annotations that they agreed on. Details of the assertion annotation and agreement evaluation can be found in Uzuner et al. [5] .
Having semantic categories and their assertions manually annotated allowed us to study relation classification without having to worry about the noise that could have been introduced to the data by automatic approaches to semantic category recognition and assertion classification. Given the semantic categories and assertions, and given our interest in extracting relations of concepts mentioned in the same sentence, we selected from our corpora those sentences containing pairs of concepts encompassed by our relation types. This selection process gave us 530 sentences from the BIDMC corpus and 1626 sentences from the Partners corpus. These sentences were annotated for relations by a computer science graduate student and a nurse librarian, under the supervision of a medical professional. The two annotators achieved a Kappa [25] agreement of 0.89 and 0.83 on the BIDMC and Partners corpora, respectively (see Hripcsak et al, [26] for a discussion of Kappa). The two annotators discussed their disagreements and provided us with gold standard annotations on the two corpora. Table 1 shows the breakdown of relations in our corpora.
Relevant institutional review boards approved this study.
The SR Classifier
Our SR classifier consists of six different multi-class SVM classifiers corresponding to the six relation types listed in Section 3. We generate separate SVM models for each relation type. For example, an SVM is trained to recognize the relations gathered under the disease-symptom relation type, another SVM is trained for the disease-test relation type, etc.
For each sentence in the text, the SR classifier uses information on the semantic categories and assertion classes of the candidate pair of concepts in order to determine the relation type for the pair. More specifically, the relation type of a candidate pair of concepts comes from their semantic categories and the assertions made on them. As a result, the first step in our SR classifier is a switch operating on the semantic categories and assertions. According to this switch, for example, a candidate pair that consists of a present disease and a treatment belongs to a present disease-treatment relation type; a candidate pair that consists of a disease and a symptom belongs to a disease-symptom relation type, etc. The SR classifier uses the relation type of the candidate pair in order to invoke only the SVM classifier for that relation type. The SVM for the relation type of the candidate concept pair is responsible for identifying the relation that holds between the concepts. For example, in the sentence "antibiotics were given for his pneumonia" where the disease "pneumonia" is asserted (by the possessive pronoun) to be present in the patient, only the SVM for the present disease-treatment relation type is invoked, which determines the relation between these concepts as TADP.
Each sentence in our data can contain one or more pairs of candidate concepts 2 . When a sentence contains multiple pairs of candidate concepts, each candidate concept pair of the sentence is matched to its own relation type and is processed by the SVM for that relation type. This requires some sentences to be processed by more than one SVM in our SR classifier. For example, the sentence "antibiotics were given for his pneumonia that was identified by a chest x-ray" needs to be processed by the SVM for the present disease-test relation type (for the concept pair "pneumonia" and "chest x-ray") as well as the SVM for the present disease-treatment relation type (for the candidate concept pair "pneumonia" and "antibiotics").
The SVM for each relation type is trained on examples representing the relations specific to that type. These examples are represented in the form of a feature vector. In this vector, we define a feature as a set of columns that collectively describe a given characteristic, e.g., "words" is a feature that corresponds to vector columns "disease", "anemia", "treat", etc., that are extracted from the patient record. In this feature vector, for each candidate concept pair to be classified (row in the feature vector), we mark the values of features by setting the columns observed to 1, leaving the rest at zero [5] . If the candidate pair has no value for a feature, then all columns representing this feature will be set to zero.
Support vector machines
Given a collection of input samples represented by multi-dimensional vectors and class labels, (X i , y i ), i = 1, …, l where X i Є R n and y Є {1, -1} l , SVMs optimize [27, 28] :
where C>0 is the penalty parameter and is a function that maps X i to a higher dimensional space. SVMs capture the hyperplane that best separates the input samples according to their class. The chosen hyperplane maximizes the distance to the closest samples from each class. The kernel function (3) determines the form of the hyperplane.
In this article, we explore a high dimensional feature space which can be prone to over-fitting. To minimize this risk, we employ a linear kernel .
SVMs robustly handle large feature sets and the noise that may be present in them. We employ the multiclass SVM implementation of LibSVM as is. This implementation, referred to as C-SVC by LibSVM, builds a multi-class classifier out of binary classifiers using one-versus-one voting [6] . The choice of linear kernels for our classifier reduces the need for parameter tuning drastically, i.e., only C can be tuned (see Figure 2 ). Although parameter tuning usually improves performance, tuning needs to be repeated for every classifier and for every subset of the features. Given our interest in the evaluation and comparison of various features rather than the best possible performance in classification, we use the default C value of LibSVM and keep the classifier (and its parameters) exactly the same when experimenting with various feature sets. Figure 2 shows the exact invocation.
Features
The features for our SVMs are as follows:
Surface Features

Relative ordering of the candidate concepts:
In most of the sentences in our corpus, diseases and symptoms are mentioned before treatments and tests; diseases are mentioned before symptoms. We consider this order to be the default order of the concepts. We observe that the default ordering of the concepts (and deviations from the default) can be indicative of (presence or absence of) some relations.
Therefore, for each pair of candidate concepts, we mark whether or not they occur in their default order.
The relative ordering feature is a single column in our feature vector. The value of the column is zero if the concepts appear in the default ordering. Otherwise, it is one.
Distance between the candidate concepts:
The greater the distance between the candidate concepts, the less likely that they are related. We measure the distance between the candidate concepts in terms of the number of tokens between them. We include both word tokens and punctuation tokens in our count.
Our feature vector includes a single column that marks the distance between the concepts. We represent the distance between two concepts by setting the value of this column to the number of tokens between the concepts.
Presence of intervening disease, symptom, test, and treatment concepts:
Presence of mentions of other diseases, symptoms, tests, and treatments between the candidate concepts often implies that the candidate concepts are unrelated, e.g., "
[Tylenol] was given for his pain, aspirin for his [headache]" where "Tylenol" and "headache" are intervened by "pain" and "aspirin".
This information is represented in our feature vector with a single column that is set to one if there is an intervening concept and is left at zero otherwise.
Lexical Features
Both the tokens that constitute the candidate concepts and the tokens that make up the context of the candidates can play a role in semantic relation extraction. We therefore consider the following lexical features in our experiments. For all of our lexical features, we normalize [29] the text of the discharge summaries so that the morphological variants of a token can be treated as the same token.
Tokens in concepts:
We hypothesize that the tokens in candidate phrases may be indicative of the relation that they are involved in. For example, in encountering the sentence "[Tylenol] was given for his
[headache]", we may know that in our corpus the word token "Tylenol" always appears in the relation TASP. We therefore represent each candidate concept with the tokens it contains.
In our feature vector, we list all the tokens of all concepts found in the training corpus as separate columns.
Together, these columns represent the feature "Tokens in concepts". The tokens that are observed in the candidate concepts are indicated by setting their columns to one. The rest are left at zero.
Lexical trigrams:
We study the left and right lexical trigrams (of tokens corresponding to words and punctuation) of the candidate concepts. For example, in the sentence " [Tylenol] was given for his
[headache]", knowing that the trigram "was given for" follows the treatment "Tylenol", and the trigram "given for his" precedes the symptom "headache", suggests that the relation here is TASP.
Given a target concept at the n th position in the sentence, the lexical trigrams represent the (n-1) was given for his [headache]", the column corresponding to "was given for" is marked with a one.
Inter-concept tokens:
Inter-concept tokens include the words and punctuation between the candidate concepts. In the sentence "[Tylenol] was given for his [headache]", the inter-concept tokens are "was", "given", "for", and "his". We hypothesize that certain inter-concept tokens are indicative of specific relations. Punctuation often suggests lack of a relation, e.g., "
[Tylenol] was given for pain: his [headache]
has not been treated".
Our feature vector lists all inter-concept tokens of all concept pairs found in the training corpus as columns.
The inter-concept tokens that are observed between the candidate concepts are indicated by setting their columns to one.
Shallow Syntactic Features
Lexical and surface features are limited in the information they capture. We augment these features with shallow syntactic information in the form of syntactic bigrams and verbs that appear between and surrounding the candidate concepts.
We extract the verbs from part-of-speech tagged text obtained from the output of the Brill tagger [30] . The Brill tagger is rule based. It assigns tags to words in three basic steps: First, it labels each word with the most popular part of speech observed for it in the training corpus. Second, for the words that are not found in the training corpus, it guesses a tag based on their orthographic properties. Third, it applies rules that check sequences of tags and modifies the already assigned tags based on their neighbors. In the absence of a clinical corpus which would allow us to train the Brill tagger, we utilize the Brill tagger as trained on the Wall Street Journal corpus, fully understanding the limitation caused by the mismatch [31] between our corpus and the training corpus of the Brill tagger. Even then, we use the output of this tagger only to identify verbs.
We determine additional syntactic features from the output of the Link Grammar Parser [32] . This parser treats words as blocks and utilizes a lexicon that imposes constraints on the syntactic links of blocks with each other. Given the blocks and their constraints, the Link Grammar Parser tries to construct the most complete parse for each sentence so that all blocks have been linked without violating the constraints that govern them. If the search for a complete linkage fails, the parser enters "panic mode" which allows it to create partial parses for phrases. Before running this parser on our corpora, we augment its lexicon [33] .
Verbs:
Verbs are often the strongest indicators of the relations between concepts. For example, in the sentence fragment, " [Levaquin] for [right lower lobe pneumonia], which has resolved", the verb "resolved" suggests the relation TXDP. We capture the information provided by verbs that appear before, between, and after candidate concepts. We gather up to two verbs that occur before and up to two verbs that appear after the candidate concepts along with the verbs that occur between the candidate concepts.
Our feature vector lists verbs found in the training corpus as separate columns. Three sets of columns represent verbs. The first set represents verbs that occur between the candidate concepts. The other two represent verbs that occur before and after the candidate concept pair. The verbs that are observed for a candidate concept pair are indicated by setting their columns to one. The rest of the verbs in the vector are left at zero.
Headword:
The headword of a concept is the head noun contained within the concept phrase. We heuristically extract the head from each concept by traversing the Link Grammar Parser [32] output for the sentence from the leftmost to rightmost word in each concept. We return the last word before the target of an 'M' link (modifier-preposition link), excluding adjectival 'Ma' links, or the word before the first 'J' link (preposition-object link) as the head.
We represent the headword feature with a set of columns corresponding to the headwords found in the training set. We mark the head of each candidate concept found in the test set by setting its column to one.
Syntactic bigrams:
Syntactic bigrams are the tokens that are at most two links away from the candidate concepts in the parse provided by the Link Grammar Parser [32] . We study the left and right syntactic bigrams of the candidate concepts. This feature captures syntactic dependencies among tokens, even when the tokens are separated by relative clauses.
Our feature vector represents syntactic bigrams analogously to lexical trigrams. For each candidate concept, the values of (n-1)
th , and (n+2) th syntactic positions (created from the training set) are marked.
Link path:
This is the syntactic link path between the candidate concepts. We extract this feature from the Link Grammar parse of the text by following the links from one candidate concept to the other. If there is no link path between the concepts, then this feature has the value none. Ding et al. [34] showed that it is possible to determine whether two biochemicals are related by checking for a link path between them.
We take this idea one step further by checking if the exact nature of the links in the path indicates the type of relation. For example, a subject-object (S-Os) path between a test (chest x-ray) and a disease (pneumonia) in Figure 3 , could suggest the TRD relation.
Our feature vector represents link paths in a similar manner to inter-concept tokens. For each candidate concept pair, the columns of the links are set to one when observed, left at zero otherwise.
The link path tokens:
These are the tokens encountered on the link path between the candidate concepts. We predict that using just the link path between entities is susceptible to noise. Therefore, we also use the actual tokens encountered on the path as features.
In our inter-concept tokens, we consider all of the tokens between the concepts. We hypothesize that by only including tokens on the link paths between concepts, we avoid spurious tokens, such as prepositions, and other modifiers that do not contribute to the semantic relation in the sentence. If there is no link path between the two concepts, we revert to using all of the tokens between the concepts.
Our feature vector represents link path tokens in a similar manner to link paths. For each candidate concept pair, the columns of the link path tokens are set to one when observed, left at zero otherwise.
Evaluation
We evaluated the SR classifier using 10-fold cross validation. At each round of cross-validation, we recreated the feature vector based on the training corpus used for that round. As a result, the features of the candidate concepts that appear only in the validation set of that round may not appear in the training feature Micro-and macro-averaged statistics can be computed for each relation type and also on the complete data consisting of various relation types. The micro-and macro-averaged performance of the SR classifier on a relation type is identical to the performance of the SVM specific to that relation type, i.e., compute microand macro-averaged precision, recall, and F-measure on only the data corresponding to that relation type.
Micro-and macro-averaged performance of the SR classifier on the complete data are obtained by treating the SR classifier as a "black box" and counting the TP, FN, and FP predictions generated by the SR classifier as a whole without any regard to which relation type SVM each prediction came from, i.e., compute micro-and macro-averaged precision, recall, and F-measure of the complete system output on the complete data.
We use micro-averaged F-measure as the basis for our discussions and present macro-averaged results, without much commentary, for completeness. We test the significance of the difference in micro-averaged F-measures using a Z-test on two proportions [35, 36] with a z-value of ±1.645 which represents an alpha of 0.1 [37] . The z-value is computed from Equation 12 and Equation 13:
where 1 n and 2 n refer to sample sizes, and p 1 and p 2 refer to two compared F-measures.
Results and Discussion
We compare our SR classifier with two baseline feature sets. The first baseline uses only the tokens contained in concepts, i.e., only the "tokens in concepts" as defined in Lexical Features in Section 5.2.2., while the second uses all of the tokens in the complete sentence. We refer to these baselines as the tokensin-concepts and the tokens-in-sentence baselines, respectively. Table 2 shows the performance of the baselines and of the SR classifier on individual relations on each of our corpora. Table 3 shows that the SR classifier significantly outperforms both baselines on most of the individual relation types and in aggregate (over all relation types) on both of our corpora. In aggregate, on the BIDMC corpus, the SR classifier scores micro-and macro-averaged F-measures of 86% and 63% respectively, compared to 75% and 49% of the tokens-in-concepts baseline and 75% and 54% of the tokens-in-sentence baseline (see Table 3 ). In aggregate, on the Partners corpus, the SR classifier scores micro-and macro-averaged F-measures of 76%
and 62% respectively, compared to 67% and 49% of the tokens-in-concepts baseline and 71% and 54% of the tokens-in-sentence baseline (see Table 3 ). Table 3 shows that, on the BIDMC corpus, the SR classifier gives its best micro-averaged performance in possible symptom-treatment and disease-symptom relation types. On both corpora, the SR classifier significantly outperforms the baseline in recognizing the possible symptom-treatment relation type. Table 1 shows that two of the four relations in the possible symptom-treatment relation type are non-existent in the BIDMC corpus. In other words, the micro-averaged F-measure of 95% on this relation type is due to the fact that SR classifier mostly makes a decision between TAS and none relations. On the Partners corpus, the relatively improved sample size for this relation type changes the task to three-way classification and gives a micro-averaged F-measure of 91%.
On both corpora, the SR classifier consistently gains significantly over both baselines in present diseasetreatment, present symptom-treatment, and disease-test relation types. The relations under these types are well represented in our corpora and they are characterized by repeating context. For example, the verb "show" occurring between a disease and a test is almost always indicative of the TRD relation.
The SR classifier fails to gain significantly over the baselines on the possible disease-treatment, possible symptom--treatment, and disease-symptom relation types in the BIDMC corpus. The sample sizes limit the ability of our classifier to learn the relations in these types based on the BIDMC corpus. The improvement in the sample sizes of these relation types in the Partners corpus improves the significance of the gain of the SR classifier over the baselines.
To understand the strengths of the SR classifier, we re-evaluated it with each feature separately. Table 4 shows that most of the SR classifier's gains come from inter-concept tokens, link path tokens, and lexical trigrams. The success of inter-concept tokens implies that key information regarding the nature of relations is captured by the context between the concepts. The lexical trigrams overlap in their content with interconcept tokens; they capture trigrams of inter-concept tokens and add to these the left and right lexical trigrams of the candidate concepts. Link path tokens are similar in their content to lexical trigrams and inter-concept tokens; they represent a subset of the inter-concept tokens and lexical trigrams that are highlighted by the Link Grammar Parser.
The second half of Table 4 shows the contribution of each of the individual feature sets to the performance of the SR classifier with inter-concept tokens. Inter-concept tokens by themselves achieve a micro-averaged F-measure of 84% on the BIDMC corpus and fail to gain significantly from any of the rest of the features;
the difference between 84% and the maximum performance of 86% is not statistically significant. On the Partners corpus, the inter-concept tokens achieve a micro-averaged F-measure of 72%. These features obtain a significant contribution from tokens in concepts, lexical trigrams, verbs, and head words. In particular, the addition of either tokens in concepts or head words to the inter-concept tokens produces an Fmeasure of 75%, which is not significantly different from the performance of the SR classifier (with all of the features) on this corpus.
Due to the nature of our data, the Link Grammar's contribution to our feature set is limited. Manual analysis of a sample of sentences from our BIDMC corpus reveal that of the 2,471 candidate pairs found in these sample sentences, only 35% (858) had link paths between them and 16% had complete linkages (386), i.e., do not contain null links. Despite the Link Grammar Parser's inability to completely parse most of the analyzed sentences, the parser does make consistent decisions. Therefore, the link path tokens we extract from its output tend to exhibit some patterns. Link paths themselves tend to be less useful than link path tokens because of the granularity of information they contain. Sibanda et al. [4] showed that for semantic category recognition, even when sentences are incorrectly or only partially parsed, local links around most tokens tend to be correct and hence Link Grammar information is useful. However, for SR classification, we need long distance links (linking the candidate concepts) which are more susceptible to parsing errors. In the absence of valid parses, lexical information dominates the SR task.
Limitations
Our SR classifier builds on semantic categories and assertions. Therefore, its performance is affected by the quality of the annotations provided on categories and assertions. The experiments in this manuscript are run on ground truth semantic categories and assertions. This ground truth was generated mostly by non-medical annotators, and we expect that its quality could improve by more active involvement from annotators with medical training. Nonetheless, running the SR classifier on the ground truth for semantic categories and assertions shields the SR classifier from the noisy annotations that would have been created by automatic means of generating these annotations. Therefore, we expect that when incorporated into a system that works end-to-end and processes unannotated free text to first find semantic categories, then assertions, and then relations, the performance may degrade. The development of this end-to-end system is left for future work.
Conclusion
We have described a SR classifier that can effectively identify a set of fine-grained relations for providing a problem-oriented account of medical discharge summaries. This classifier uses semantic categories and None  208  483  None  88  302  TADP  157  557  TASP  38  247  TXDP  14  7  TXSP  20  27  TNDP  11  28  TNSP  4  47  TCDP  10  131  TCSP  8  176  TDDP  16  22  TDSP  6 
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